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(R3) 15:30 STRATFORD, 2m 70y 

We Are IDP Handicap Hurdle (Class 3) (4YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 P1123-7 COMPETITION 27 D 
b g Multiplex - Compolina

7 11 - 12t Sam Twiston-Davies
Dr R D P Newland

125

Jockey Colours: White, black epaulets, maroon and white diabolo on sleeves, black and maroon
quartered cap
Timeform says: Landed a pair of 2m Uttoxeter novices for this yard last summer but got a
high handicap mark as a result and he ran poorly on last month's Warwick reappearance
(reportedly bled).  (Forecast 9.50)

Notes: 

2 125-5 LOCK'S CORNER (IRE) 43 
b g Gold Well - Last Century

5 11 - 10 R P McLernon
Jonjo O'Neill

123

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow hoops, white cap
Timeform says: Changed hands for £215,000 after winning sole start between the flags. Yet
to build on promising start over hurdles at Huntingdon but no surprise to see that change now
handicapping.   (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

3 F111/34
-

MULLINAVAT (IRE) 347 D 
b g Beneficial - Kilfane

10 11 - 9 Aidan Coleman
J Candlish

122

Jockey Colours: White, red star, stars on sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Four wins in Ireland in 2017. Not disgraced in a handicap chase/hurdle
there last summer but has been off nearly a year ahead of this stable debut. Market perhaps
best guide to expectations.   (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

4 1/3-3 DEPUTY JONES (IRE) 13 
b m Milan - Hudson Hope

6 11 - 3t1 T Scudamore
N P Mulholland

116

Jockey Colours: Dark green and orange (quartered), white sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Point winner in spring 2017 who has been a modest third in pair of 22f
Fontwell novice hurdles since returning from a 2-year absence. Down markedly in trip for
handicap debut with tongue tie added  (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

5 3315-1 GRACELAND (FR) 24 D 
gr m Mastercraftsman - Jeunesse Lulu

7 11 - 2h B S Hughes
D McCain Jnr

115

Jockey Colours: Black and yellow stripes, black sleeves, yellow cap
Timeform says: Useful stayer on Flat. Pair of hurdle wins this spring, posting an improved
effort after a wind op when taking a Cartmel handicap latterly. 3 lb rise doesn't look enough to
stop her.  (Forecast 2.75)

Notes: 

6 42221-C COLLODI (GER) 23 CD 
b g Konigstiger - Codera

10 10 - 6 C Brace (5)
C R Dore

105

Jockey Colours: Emerald green and purple (quartered), purple sleeves, emerald green armlets
Timeform says: Runner-up 3 times in March and deservedly got head back in front at
Sedgefield in April. In process of running another solid race when carried out approaching the
last at Uttoxeter latest. Player.  (Forecast 6.50)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: GRACELAND'S jumping is a slight concern but she got away with it last time
and a 3lb rise doesn't look enough to stop this one-time useful Flat performer if she's a bit slicker in the
hurdling department on this occasion. Collodi has been a model of consistency over hurdles of late and
ought to figure again, while Lock's Corner is a possible improver now handicapping.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: GRACELAND (5) 
2: COLLODI (6) 
3: LOCK'S CORNER (2)


